230 themselves invulnerable by habitually exposing them-
selves to every danger. They grow more heroic in the
measure that they reveal their weaknesses. Certainly in
those endless and seemingly fabulous stories which Kat-
simbalis was in the habit of recounting there must have
been a good element of fancy and distortion, yet even if
truth was occasionally sacrificed to reality the man behind
the story only succeeded thereby in revealifig more faith-
fully and thoroughly his human image. As I turned to
go, leaving him sitting there in the bus, his alert, round
eye already feasting itself upon other sights, Sef eriades
who was accompanying me home remarked with deep
feeling: "he is a great fellow, Miller, there is no doubt
about it: he is something extraordinary . * . a human
phenomenon, I should say." He said it almost as if .he
Sef eriades were saying farewell and not me. He knew
Katsimbalis as well as one man can know another, I should
imagine^ he was sometimes impatient with him, some-
times irritated beyond words, sometimes downright fu-
rious, but even if he were one day to become his bitterest
enemy I could not imagine him saying one word to reduce
§ the stature or the splendor of his friend. How wonderful
it was to hear him Say, knowing that I had just left Kat-
simbalis—"did he tell you that story about the coins he
found?" or whatever it might be. He asked with the en-
thusiasm of a music lover who,* learning that his friend
• has just bought a gramophone, wishes to advise him of a
record which he knows will bring his friend great joy.
Often, when we were all together and Katsimbalis had
launched into a long story, I caught that warm smile of .
recognition on Seferiades* face—that smile which in-
forms the others that they are about to hear something
which has been proved and tested and found good. Or he
might say afterwards, taking me by the arm and leading
me aside: "too bad he didn't give you the whole story

